CALF
FACTORY
With its well-watered downs country, Iffley has an
important role to play in MDH’s cattle operation.
STORY + PHOTOS NATHAN DYER

A line of red Brahman
cattle strings out across
the Mitchell grass
downs on Iffley.
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T

he mercury has just hit 35 degrees Celsius,
the flies are incorrigibly friendly and
wispy white clouds streak across the blue
sky above. A line of red Brahman cattle
strings out along a brown dirt road and
the radio strapped to Josh Townsend’s chest crackles
with news from above. The head stockman of Iffley
Station, in Queensland’s Gulf Country, tilts his head
towards the leather radio pouch and listens closely to
the distant voice of helicopter pilot Monte Jackson.

“We’ve got another couple hundred, I reckon, coming
in from out here,” shouts Monte, above the roar of
rotor blades. “Righto,” replies Josh, straightening in
his saddle, as he leads the 1000-strong mob down a
gun barrel-straight road from a paddock known as 12
Mile to another called Earles Camp. It’s early April,
and the ringers on Iffley are two weeks into their first
round of mustering. Late rains have delayed the start
of the season, but filled Iffley’s catchments to the brim.
The grassy downs of the 405,000-hectare property
shimmer an emerald hue in the morning light. Clouds
of grasshoppers sail along in front of the mob, landing
then alighting from one green patch to the next.

“We had a pretty good start in December but then
it didn’t really rain in January or February,” says station
manager Clint Smith, splashing along a soggy track in
his ute. “So we were looking down the barrel of another
pretty dry year.” Two hundred millimetres in March
changed that. “Now all the dams are full, including
some we haven’t used for three years,” says Clint, pulling
up at Cobbs Dam, which today looks more like a lake.
“There’s two years’ water in there,” says Clint, leaning
on the bull bar of his LandCruiser as a flock of ibis
takes to the sky across the dam’s brown surface.
At a time when pastoralists further east remain deep
in drought, Clint is well aware of Iffley’s good fortune.

Jillaroo Lizzie Crombie follows
a mob of cattle on Iffley.
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“We’re not having the best start to the season ever, but
because we’ll have feed into winter it’ll be a good year.”
With a mix of artesian bores, windmills, ground tanks,
open dams and turkey nests with troughs, Iffley has
roughly 60 man-made water points. “To drive to every
waterhole that needs checking, including natural ones,
would take you easily two days, maybe more,” Clint says.
“In a plane it takes about two hours.” A string of natural
waterholes complements the man-made water points and
the Saxby and Norman rivers, which pass through the
property. Although it has been drier than average for the
past few years, Clint says Iffley’s location at the bottom
of the monsoon trough means the station “always gets
something”. And when it’s wet, it’s really wet. “We can
get cut off here for three months,” Clint says.
Nestled on the edge of the Gulf of Carpentaria, about
240 kilometres north of Julia Creek and 160km south
of Normanton, Iffley plays a key role in the operations
of one of Australia’s largest beef producers, the MDH
aggregation. Owned by the Cloncurry-based McDonald
family, MDH runs a herd of 175,000 cattle across 11
Queensland pastoral properties, as well as the Wallumba
feedlot on the Darling Downs. Originally settled by
pastoralists in the 1880s, Iffley was owned by Kidman
Angliss and Co throughout the 1930s, and was purchased
by the McDonald family in 1979. The station has about
25 paddocks, all watered, and six full drafting yards. “That

means cattle can be mustered to a yard in the same day
from anywhere on the place,” Clint says.
Back in his ute and bouncing down a narrow dirt track
to another dam, Clint explains Iffley’s role in the MDH
jigsaw puzzle. “We’re a calf factory,” he says. Depending
on seasons, Iffley turns off 10,000 to 12,000 weaners each
year to the company’s backgrounding stations Devoncourt,
Stradbroke and Chatsworth, all south of Mount Isa and
Cloncurry. “We generally run about 30,000 branded cattle,
with 18,000 to 20,000 breeders joined, and the rest made
up of replacement heifers, cull cows and branded calves
back on mum.” Although they’ve trialled other breeds,
Clint says the station’s red Brahman herd, with bulls
sourced from Gipsy Plains Brahmans Stud at Cloncurry,
are unbeatable on the tropical Gulf Country.

O

riginally from Morningside in Brisbane,
Clint spent the second half of his childhood
growing up on a small block at Gumdale, on
the city’s eastern fringe. “Dad was always into horses
and my brothers and I used to jog along behind him
when he’d go for a ride,” Clint recalls. After completing
an associate diploma in beef cattle production at
Emerald Agricultural College, he headed west to the
Kimberley, before ending up at Alexandria Station on
the Barkly Tableland, where he spent eight years. “Ross
Peatling was manager at the time and he said, ‘I’ll give

ABOVE: Cattle wait in the yards to be loaded on to trucks.
OPPOSITE: Road trains line up to load cattle at the homestead yards.
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you a job but I want two years out of you,” Clint says.
“Well, he certainly got his two years.” It was there that
he met his future wife Heidi. The couple married in
1999 and the following year moved on to Connemara
Station, near Jundah, Qld, where they stayed for
three years. They moved to Iffley in 2002. Clint says
MDH is a great company to work for. “I think it really
makes a difference that the head office is up here in
Cloncurry, where the owners live.”

Back at 12 Mile, the mob has grown and Monte is
cleaning up the stragglers before Josh and his team lead
them through a gate into Earles Camp. Hovering above
a line of red cattle strung out across a rolling green plain,
Monte radios motorbike riders George ‘Bez’ Berry and
George ‘Muzz’ Murray. “Get them onto those pads
and just let them walk out,” Monte says. From up here,
the station’s topography rolls out like a story with two
distinct narratives. Vast Mitchell grass downs spread to

the horizon in one direction and in the other, scrubby,
sandy forest. “This stuff ’s pretty straightforward,” says
Monte, scanning the downs country for more red dots.
“You just get a few together on one of those pads and they
soon string out nicely,” he says. “But over there, you’ve
got to look under every tree, and poke every beast along
otherwise they’ll just stop and hide.” Although the forest
country presents challenges for the mustering team, Clint
says the sandy rises are a godsend come flood time. “In

2009 we had a flood here covering most of the country,
but we managed to limit stock losses because we were able
to move most of them onto the higher, sandy country.”
As Monte, Bez and Muzz bring the last of the 12
Mile cattle in to the main mob, the mounted crew
works to keep the larger group together on the road.
The cattle mumble and bray, flies buzz in black clouds,
and thin dust rises into the warm, mid-morning air.
Watching over cattle and crew, Josh Townsend says

One of Iffley’s natural
wetlands, full of
water after rain.
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“There’s a lovely balance now between
female and male staff, and it’s a lot easier
to keep staff because of that balance.”
– Heidi Smith
teamwork is the key to a smooth mustering season.
“You want to have everyone working together,” he says.
After leaving school in Casino, NSW, aged 15, Josh
completed a building apprenticeship. But a trip to visit a
mate working on Augustus Downs, south of Burketown,
when he was 18 meant his career in construction was
short-lived. “Every time I spoke to him he was having a
ball, so I decided to can building and come up here,” he
recalls. Now in his seventh year in the Top End, and his
second as head stockman on Iffley, Josh says the head
stockman job can be challenging. ”It’s difficult at times
to be mates with everyone but at the same time ensure
that people respect you,” he says. “It’s definitely taught
me the importance of keeping your cool.”
With more than half of the stock camp fresh out of
high school, the crew on Iffley is particularly young this
year. Joining the ringers today, are Clint and Heidi’s sons,
Sam, 15, Hugh, 13, and Archie, 10. Little sister Bridget
has stayed back at the homestead. Having grown up
in the saddle, the three Smith lads look like seasoned
ringers as they ride among the Brahman mob. With Sam
and Hugh home on holidays from boarding school in
Brisbane, it’s clear the brothers are relishing each other’s
company. “I miss them when they’re at school,” says
Archie, edging along at the rear on his horse Witchy, a
brown gelding with a white blaze.
Riding on the wing, Hugh says although he’s enjoying
school he misses his family. “And I miss the freedom here;
there are so many rules at school, so many boundaries, I
miss being able to do whatever I want.” And then there’s
the difficulty of explaining where you live. “I say we live
on a million-acre station, but sometimes I don’t think
they believe me,” Hugh says. “They look at me as if
they’re thinking, ‘Yeah, sure!’” Riding nearby, Sam nods in
agreement. “Once you go to school you realise just how
remote it is out here,” he says. “Before I went to school I
didn’t really understand that.”
As the last of the mob passes through a gate into Earles
Camp, the crew hold back and the cattle spread out in
their new paddock. The morning’s work is done. It’s now

back to the kitchen for lunch. Loading his motorbike
onto the back of a ute, Bez is dirty, sweaty and happy.
Now in his second year on Iffley, the 19-year-old from
Walcha, NSW, says he’s glad he headed north after
finishing Year 12. “I didn’t know what I wanted to do so I
thought I’d come up here and have a bit of fun.” Although
he’s no closer to knowing what he wants to do long-term,
the near future is sorted. “I definitely want to stay up here
for a few more years,” he says, climbing into the ute for
the trip back to the homestead.

A

s the hungry ringers tuck into lunch in the
station kitchen, Heidi Smith serves up tucker
to Sam, Hugh, Archie and Bridget in the
homestead. An accomplished horsewoman herself,
Heidi grew up on her parents’ sheep and cattle property
Glenwood, near Coolah, NSW, before moving to
Sydney for boarding school. “After leaving school I did a
business course – it was only a couple of months – then
I announced to my parents that I was sick of Sydney
and I was going jillarooing in the Northern Territory,”
Heidi says. “Dad said ‘That will chew you up and spit
you out, you’re not doing that’,” she laughs. “But I said,
‘Yes I am, I’ve already accepted the job’.” In 1989, at a
time when female ringers were a rarity, Heidi became one
of three young women on Alroy Downs. The following
year she moved next door to Brunette Downs, eventually
overseeing the station’s bull breeding unit, in charge
of a herd of 6000 breeders. A working holiday around
America and Canada was followed by another short
stint on Brunette before taking up a role with NAPCO’s
composite breeding program on Alexandria Station.
“That was really interesting,” she says. “The bull breeding
at Brunette was breeding our own bulls but it was still
more like a commercial herd, but at Alex they were
basically creating a new breed, taking gene markers and
DNAing cattle. It was a really interesting process.”
Fast forward two decades and Heidi is recruitment
officer for MDH, responsible for staffing nine stations
and about 120 employee positions. On Iffley that

OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Station manager Clint Smith with his wife Heidi and children (l-r) Bridget,
Archie, Sam and Hugh; jillaroos Lizzie Crombie and Grace Gerathy share a laugh; stockmen Lachie Scales and George Berry
(on motorbike) watch over a mob; George Berry walks through the yards.
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A road train crosses a creek
as it carts Iffley cattle to
MDH backgrounding
stations near Cloncurry.
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includes a cook, governess, boreman, boreman’s assistant,
gardener/handyman, head stockman and eight ringers.
Things have changed considerably since she arrived in
the Top End as a teenager. “There’s a lovely balance now
between female and male staff, and it’s a lot easier to
keep staff because of that balance,” Heidi says. She also
plays a key roll in Iffley logistics, ensuring the store is
stocked with non-perishables to last up to six months
at a time. “The October order is particularly important
because that has to tide us over sometimes to April,
because we often can’t get in or out by vehicle.”
Heidi says Iffley is a wonderful place to raise children,
however education can be a major challenge. “We’ve
got this amazing digital curriculum but we don’t have
the internet capacity to keep up with it because our
download speeds are so slow,” she says, referring to
Bridget and Archie’s School of the Air studies. “We’ve
had to lobby for a band of satellite that is purely for
education, which has just been approved.”
A white double-storey weatherboard, the Iffley
homestead is surrounded by staff quarters, visitors’
quarters, the kitchen, rec club, sheds and 1.2ha of lawns
and tropical gardens, with half a dozen century-old
mango trees towering over beds of ixoras, durantas,
bougainvilleas, hibiscus and native shrubs. Heidi says
gardening is a great escape. “When I have time to do it,
I find gardening very therapeutic.”

Outside, the smell of cut grass fills the hot afternoon
air as gardener and handyman Ken Robinson mows the
homestead lawns. The former self-employed builder,
who grew up on a small cattle property in rural New
Zealand, says after years of running a refurbishing
and maintenance business in Adelaide he wanted to
do something different. “As you get older you start
to realise there’s more to life than money,” says Ken,
recalling his decision to up stumps and relocate 2500km
north. At 59, he says many of his mates are thinking of
retirement. “But I reckon you’re better to wear out than
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“When I was driving along the dirt road to Iffley
I was thinking, ‘Where the hell am I going?’.
But this is awesome, a little oasis in the desert.”
– Ken Robinson

rust out,” he grins. Although he loves his new job, Ken
admits he did have doubts on the final leg of the trip
north just three weeks ago. “When I was driving along
the dirt road to Iffley I was thinking, ‘Where the hell
am I going?’,” he laughs. “But this is awesome, a little
oasis in the desert,” he says, looking around the garden
that is now his office. “It really softens the remoteness.”

T

he next morning, four road trains are lined up
at yards down by Iffley Lagoon, a 4km-long
permanent waterhole, complete with crocodiles,
just a stone’s throw from the homestead. The air rings
with the rattle of hooves on metal as the Iffley crew works
to fill 24 decks before smoko. Covered in dust and flies,
but with a smile on her face, 18-year-old Grace Gerathy
counts out loud as cattle thunder through the drafting
gates. Arriving on Iffley a month ago with schoolmate
Jess Sylvester, Grace says the pair came up with the plan
to jillaroo after finishing school in Tamworth last year.
“We wanted to come up here to meet some new people,
have some new experiences and get out of our comfort
zones,” Grace says. Along with the work, getting her
first killer and a water skiing trip have been highlights
of her first month on Iffley. “I’m having a ball,” she says,
slamming a heavy metal gate shut to block more cattle
from entering the crowded draft.
On the other side of the yards, Lachie Scales is hot
and dusty and a long way from The King’s School, where
he graduated from last November. Hailing from a cattle
and sheep property near Duri, NSW, the 19-year-old is
following in the footsteps of a cousin who worked on Iffley
a few years ago. “It’s a bit different from the day-to-day
stuff back home,” says Lachie, with a grin. “The remoteness
is great, and it’s pretty cool bringing in a massive mob.”
Although university is on the horizon, Lachie says for now
he’s happy to have a break from study and to make the
most of new experiences. “Monte took me up the other day
to give me his perspective of how to go about things and to
give me a few tips,” Lachie says. “That was pretty wild.”
Back at the homestead, Archie is riding his bike around

the house. Even though he’s spent his whole life on Iffley,
the young fella knows his home is not the sort of place
where most kids grow up. “We get to do lots of things out
here that other kids don’t get to do,” says the 10-year-old,
leaning on the handlebars of his pushbike. And despite
being 160km from the nearest town, Archie doesn’t
consider Iffley remote. “We’re lucky because we’ve got the
Wockners about 45 minutes away, the Currs right next to
us, and the other Currs not much further away,” he says,
referring to the Smiths’ friends and closest neighbours.
Nearby, in the station’s classroom, governess Tiarna
O’Brien is getting ready for the start of the school
term. It’s the 23-year-old’s second year at Iffley and
although she mostly spends her days inside, Tiarna says
life is never dull. “I don’t find being governess a lonely
job because the kids keep me company,” she says. “And
Archie always has a story or joke to share, so I’m always
entertained.” Although she’ll complete her teaching
degree later this year, Tiarna’s in no rush to join a
‘normal’ classroom. “I think I’ll governess for a while
yet,” she says. “I’ve never been back to a station for a
second year, but there’s something different about Iffley.”

W

ith trucks loaded, lunch consumed and the
weekly mail plane greeted and farewelled,
the Iffley crew piles into a ute and heads out
to get a killer. Josh has picked out a bullock with a Texas
Longhorn-style rack he’s keen to get mounted. A wellplaced head shot from a .308 rifle kills the beast instantly
and the animal buckles at the knees before collapsing into
the dirt. The crew moves the carcass to a shady spot, covers
the ute’s tray with fresh eucalyptus leaves and sets about
butchering the beast. With Taylor Swift belting out a tune
from an iPod connected to the LandCruiser’s stereo, Josh
guides the first timers through the process, explaining each
of the cuts and how to make them. “Now skin that right
up to the neck and the chuck is here,” says Josh, as station
rookie Lizzie Crombie runs a knife past the shoulder.
Having spent her early childhood on Wernadinga
Station, near Burketown, Qld, where her father was

OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Head stockman Josh Townsend leads a mob of cattle along a fence line; Bridget
Smith gets a lift from brothers Archie, Hugh and Sam; a pair of eye-catching boots in the saddle shed; gardener and handyman
Ken Robinson is not interested in retiring; station cook Alf ie Frew inspects cuts from a fresh killer.
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Where you want to be.

Mounted members of the Iffley stock crew: (l-r) Archie, Clint, Hugh, Sam and Bridget Smith, Josh Townsend,
Lizzie Crombie, Jess Sylvester, Eddie Cleary, Lachie Scales and Grace Gerathy.

manager, Lizzie spent the later part of her childhood in
Karumba. After leaving home to board in Toowoomba
for secondary school, the return north means more to
Lizzie than most. “For me it’s sentimental, really,” she
says. “It’s like reliving my childhood from a different
perspective.” Lizzie reckons boarding school is good
preparation for station life. “It teaches you how to live with
people, where the lines are socially, and how to take care of
yourself and not miss home.” Four weeks into her maiden
mustering season, and with a veterinarian science degree
deferred for the year, Lizzie says Iffley is a great place to
be. “We’re really lucky, and we’ve got a fantastic crew.”
With the butchering done, the meat is taken back
to the homestead, where cook Alfie Frew oversees its
hanging in the coolroom. Today’s killer will provide
Iffley with beef for a fortnight. When the crew disperses,
Alfie shuts the cooler door and wanders back into the
kitchen, where he’s halfway through dinner preparations.
On tonight’s menu is roast beef, honey carrots, baked
pumpkin, mashed potatoes and boiled broccoli. A former
chef at clubs and pubs across Queensland, Alfie took up
the role at Iffley 12 years ago. “It’s the first station I’ve
ever worked on,” says the 69-year-old, flicking a green
and white checked tea towel over his shoulder. “And
it’s the longest I’ve ever been in one job. You couldn’t
get better people to work for than Heidi and Clint.”
Although the days are long – breakfast preparation starts
at 5am and dinner cleanup finishes at 7:30pm – the
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grandfather and keen photographer, originally from
Glen Innes, NSW, says cooking is in his blood. “You’ve
gotta love cooking to do this.”
Across from the kitchen, the ringers have retired to
the rec club for a beer and to check their social media
networks on the station’s wi-fi. Grace returns from
the kitchen with the mail. There’s a birthday letter
from someone’s grandmother, make-up for one of the
girls, and a new saddle bag and fluoro yellow halter for
another. The opening of a clothing magazine leads to
a discussion about the advantages of loose-fitting work
clothes, before talk turns to other places and the best
barramundi fishing spots in the country.
As the ringers compare yarns, Clint and Sam wander
over to the horse yard. With the Burke & Wills
Campdraft & Challenge only weeks away, Clint is keen
to get in some practice. As the setting sun throws long
shadows across Iffley’s red dirt arena, father and son put
their steeds through their paces. After a while, Clint pulls
up to watch Sam. Calling out instructions and suggestions,
a smile spreads across his face as the lad and horse work
as one. “Once upon a time everyone used to turn up with
a saddle and shoeing gear,” Clint says. “Nowadays they
turn up with a laptop and an iPhone.” Although the
passion for horses may not be as widespread as it once
was, Clint reckons they’ll always have a role on places like
Iffley. “I just think horses and cattle go together,” he says,
as the sun sinks over Iffley Lagoon. 
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